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[Instructor: If you have not previously been introduced, please tell students who are you and why are you qualified to teach this course.]

[Go to the next slide.]
Handling Official Use Only (FOUO) Material

Sensitive But Unclassified (SBU) materials and information are to be controlled, handled, transmitted, distributed, and disposed of in accordance with U.S. DHS policy, and is not to be released to the public or other personnel who do not have a valid "need-to-know" reason without prior approval from the originator. SBU material may be designated “For Official Use Only” (FOUO). It is important to note that the FOUO designation is NOT a security classification, but DHS requires that FOUO material be safeguarded against unauthorized access.

• FOUO material should not be left unattended on desks.
• FOUO material should be placed out of sight when not in use, unless it is in a room that has physical access control measures, as required by DHS MD 11042.1, section 1.1. (Jan. 6, 2005).
• Unauthorized personnel should not be allowed in the area when FOUO material is being reviewed.

*Reminder: This course material is FOUO

Say:

Just another reminder that the CARRP process and all materials related to CARRP are For Official Use Only (FOUO) and should be handled accordingly.

[Go to the next slide.]
Terminal Objective (TO)

By the end of this module, participants will describe the CARRP program and its process phases.

Say:

Our main objective for this module is that by the end you will have a general understanding of the CARRP program and its process phases.

[Go to the next slide.]
Enabling Objectives (EO)

Participants will understand:

- EO #1: CARRP key terms and the “language” of CARRP.
- EO #2: The history of CARRP policy and the HQ FDNS components involved in the CARRP process.
- EO #3: CARRP core concepts and process phases.
- EO #4: The concept of deconfliction and apply the elements of a successful deconfliction conversation.

Say:

In this module we’ll first discuss CARRP key terms. Second, we’ll discuss the history of CARRP, the HQ FDNS entities involved in the process, and relevant policy documents. Third, we’ll discuss CARRP core concepts and the various phases of the CARRP process. Lastly, we’ll discuss deconfliction and how to have a deconfliction conversation with a law enforcement officer (LEO).

[Go to the next slide.]
Tools for Reference

- Fraud Detection and National Security ECN Link
- FDNS National Security and Public Safety Division (NSPSD) ECN Link
- FDNS CARRP Training Program (FCPTP) ECN Link
- National Background, Identity, and Security Check Operating Procedures (NaBISCOP) Link

Say:

This slide provides you with links to various reference tools you may find helpful during this course, or when working CARRP cases in the future. Links are provided to the FDNS ECN page, the NSPSD ECN page, the FCPTP ECN page (our course page), and the National Background, Identity, and Security Check Operating Procedure (NaBISCOP) site. The tools listed on this slide do evolve and change over time, so please check back regularly for additional information and to verify accuracy.

The training materials for this course are located on the FCPTP ECN page. For more information on screening and vetting procedures, the NaBISCOP is a useful reference tool. We will reference the NaBISCOP throughout the CARRP modules.

[Facilitator: Copy and paste links into the chat.]

https://
https://
[Go to the next slide.]
Module 2: CARRP Overview

- Build a common vocabulary for discussing CARRP cases.
- Understand USCIS policies impacting CARRP cases.
- Learn the four phases of the CARRP process.
- Characterize the discrete elements of an NS concern.
- Understand FDNS-DS documentation requirements for CARRP cases.
- Distinguish CARRP from other USCIS policies.
- Discuss what CARRP is not.
- Be able to have a deconfliction conversation.

Say:

The goal of this section is to explain to the class what we will discuss in Module 2, because it covers multiple topics. By explaining the sections and then key terms by groups, hopefully you can take outline-style notes if that is helpful to you.

This module is your introduction to CARRP. Think of this section as an overview – your 50,000 foot look in to the CARRP process. Everything we talk about in this module, such as roles in the process, DS entry, etc., will be covered in greater detail as we look at the individual phases of the CARRP process later in the course.

We will also be talking about the common vocabulary used in CARRP. This is very important, so it isn’t something we will gloss over. In order for any the CARRP training to make sense, we all need to be able to speak the “language” of national security. The vocabulary we use must be accurate and consistent.

In addition to discussing CARRP vocabulary, we will talk about CARRP policy, the various process phases, the elements of a national security, or “NS” concern, and how CARRP cases are documented in FDNS-DS. Moreover, we
will distinguish CARRP policies from other USCIS policies, talk about what CARRP is not, and how we carry out deconfliction conversations.

[Go to the next slide.]

Image Attribution: Image used with permission of Microsoft.
EO #1

Participants will understand CARRP key terms and the “language” of CARRP.

Say:

The objective of the first section of this module is to introduce you to CARRP key terms and the “language” of CARRP.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Key Term Groups

• Group 1 focuses on CARRP generally, national security grounds and the types of national security concerns.
• Group 2 focuses on screening and vetting key terms.
• Group 3 focuses on other NS and CARRP related terms.

Say:

Let's start with the CARRP key terms. We will talk about these terms in three groups. The first group of terms will center around CARRP in general, the NS grounds that tell us if a case is a CARRP case, and the types of NS concerns we encounter. The second group of terms will be focused on the screening and vetting process. And the third group includes terms not discussed in the other two groups.

[Go to the next slide.]
Application Exercise 2.1

“Vocabulary Bingo”

[I Instructor: Each student will be assigned a Bingo Card number (1 through 24). Students will access their cards in Teams Exercise Folder. Provide the class with brief instructions on how to play “Blackout BINGO”, a game in which the students must fill out every space on their BINGO card in order to win. Any word that any instructor says during their lecture is fair game and if the student has that word on his or her card, they can cross it off until the entire card is “blacked out” or marked off. You can choose if you want to reward the winning student. Perhaps you can give them a “free pass” from being called on for a module etc.]

Say:

At this time please take a moment to locate your BINGO card using the student roster and your student number, and your corresponding BINGO card.

We are now going to start CARRP “Vocabulary Bingo.” Please find your respective Bingo card in the Module 1 Channel under “Exercise 2.1”. Student number 1 will select Bingo Card number 1, and so on. Each of you should now have a BINGO card. Any time I, or another instructor, says a word located on your BINGO card, you can cross that word off. This is Blackout BINGO- so you MUST fill your entire card, not just a line of 5 like traditional
BINGO. We will start the BINGO challenge beginning with the next slide and continue for the rest of the training, so don't worry if you haven't filled out your card by the end of the module. You will have plenty of chances to win! The instructors and I will decide on a virtual prize- perhaps a pass from being called on or something like that. If this is too much for you to keep track of then don’t worry about playing- this is just to keep your attention and help learn the key terms in a fun way.

[Go to the next slide.]
Identify Terms of Reference Group 1

CARRP Terms (Group 1):
- Controlled Application Review and Resolution Program (CARRP)
- National Security (NS) Concern
- Known or Suspected Terrorist (KST)
- Non-Known or Suspected Terrorist (Non-KST)
- Non-KST NS Confirmed
- Non-KST NS Not Confirmed
- Designated Officer

Say:

For our first group of terms, we will be talking about these USCIS-specific CARRP terms. You will see these terms repeated throughout this course. They are also the status and sub-status values you will be selecting in FDNS-DS as you work CARRP cases. For our first group of terms we have CARRP, national security concern (also referred to simply as “NS” concern), Known and Non-Known or Suspected Terrorist (KSTs and Non-KSTs,) what it means for a concern to be confirmed vs. not confirmed, and designated officer.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 1: CARRP

CARRP: Controlled Application Review and Resolution Program

- The USCIS policy for identifying and processing cases with potential national security (NS) concerns.
- It’s a repeatable process that’s designed to standardize how USCIS assesses and handles NS concerns.

Say:

Our first term is CARRP, which stands for Controlled Application Review and Resolution Program. CARRP comprises procedural guidance on how to handle potential national security concerns in order to ensure consistent handling of potential national security cases. It’s basically a way to slow ourselves down and take some extra time to think about eligibility for the particular benefit and potential derogatory information. You can think of it as a yellow traffic light or sign – it means we’re taking caution with something, and it allows us to bring additional resources into play. In CARRP we do much more than a quick TECS check!

The major point here is that CARRP allows us to recognize something in our environment which needs additional consideration and provides us the ability to fully work through any concerns there may be.

[Go to the next slide.]

Image Attribution: Exclamation Mark Sign: Image used with permission of Microsoft.
CARRP Terms, Group 1: NS Concern

National Security (NS) Concern:

- Exists when an individual or organization has been determined to have an articulable link to prior, current or planned involvement in, or association with, an activity, individual or organization described in 212(a)(3)(A), (B), or (F), 237(a)(4)(A) or (B) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA).

- The determination that a case has an NS concern requires the case be handled in accordance with CARRP policy. Cases with a potential NS concern are also placed in CARRP.

Say:

I am going to read you the definition of a National Security Concern. A national security concern exists when an individual or organization has been determined to have an articulable link to prior current, or planned involvement in, or association with, an activity individual or organization described in 212(a)(3)(A), (B), or (F), 237(a)(4)(A) or (B) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA).

There are three critical pieces to this definition: an individual, an NS ground from the INA, and the connection between that individual and that NS ground.

Current guidance talks about statutory versus non-statutory indicators. The statutory part of our concerns are the NS inadmissibility and removability sections from the INA. In order to have an NS concern, one of these INANS grounds in the first bullet point MUST be present. The non-statutory part is the connection — everything that links the person to the ground. So there’s no need to distinguish between statutory and non-statutory elements of a concern, because it’s built right into the definition.

There is also sometimes confusion about forms like N-400’s that don’t rely on
section 212 inadmissibility grounds or section 237 removability grounds for eligibility. The NS inadmissibility provisions are used for all form types, regardless of the specific eligibility criteria for that form. A final eligibility determination for a particular form is made later in the process, at the time of adjudication.

[I instructor: Don’t get into the weeds here, especially on articulable link – there is an entire section later on indicators and articulable links. For more information on the distinction between statutory and non-statutory indicators, students can refer to Attachment A to the CARRP Operational Guidance.]

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 1: NS Concern

Individual / Organization + Connection to + NS ground from INA =

National Security Concern
Handled under CARRP

Say:

For those of you who are mathematically inclined, you can break the last slide down this way. When we talk about a national security concern, these are the elements that are part of the equation. And when we have all three of these elements present, we have an **NS concern** and those are the cases we handle in CARRP. It’s also important to understand that this is an additive equation. You need **all three** elements in order to equal a concern. If you are missing one part of this equation, then you do not have an NS concern. This is not the last time you will be seeing this slide.

*[Go to the next slide.]*
National Security Grounds from INA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas of National Security Concern Include</th>
<th>Section of the INA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Espionage</td>
<td>§212(a)(3)(A) and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabotage</td>
<td>§212(a)(4)(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exporting sensitive goods, technology, or information, or any other kind of criminal behavior that endangers the national security of the U.S.</td>
<td>§237(a)(4)(A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overthrowing the U.S. government by force or violence</td>
<td>§237(a)(4)(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hijacking or sabotaging transportation</td>
<td>§237(a)(4)(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostage-taking</td>
<td>§237(a)(4)(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack or assassination of any government official (U.S. or any other government)</td>
<td>§237(a)(3)(B) and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using biological, chemical, or nuclear weapons</td>
<td>§237(a)(4)(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using other weapons to harm people or cause damage (other than for personal monetary gain)</td>
<td>§237(a)(4)(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons or groups the Secretaries of State and/or Homeland Security have found to be engaged in terrorist activity or associated with a terrorist organization</td>
<td>§237(a)(3)(B), (a)(5)(F) and §237(a)(4)(B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Say:

In the previous slide we talked about the NS grounds from the INA that help to complete our equation. This slide lists those NS grounds. Let's go through them.

From INA 212(a)(3)(A) we have:
- Espionage
- Sabotage
- Exporting sensitive goods, technology, or information, or any other kind of criminal behavior that endangers the national security of the U.S.
- Overthrowing the U.S. government by force or violence

From INA 212(a)(3)(B) we have:
- Hijacking or sabotaging transportation
- Hostage-taking
- Attack or assassination of any government official (U.S. or any other government)
- Using biological, chemical, or nuclear weapons
- Using other weapons to harm people or cause damage (other than for personal monetary gain)
From INA 212(a)(3)(B) and (F) we see:
- Persons or groups the Secretaries of State and/or Homeland Security have found to be engaged in terrorist activity or associated with a terrorist organization

We see section 212(a)(3) all over this slide- but this is not all of section 212(a)(3)! There are additional security-related inadmissibility grounds that don't rise to the level of an NS concern. Human rights abuses, for example, are not listed here, but are part of 212(a)(3). Drugs and alien smuggling are listed elsewhere in section 212 and are also not NS grounds. A lot of these grounds do relate to terrorism, but not all NS cases require a terrorism nexus. Please remember again these grounds help us decide if an NS concern is present – they do not mean we’re going to find the person inadmissible or removable on those grounds, nor does it mean we’re going to deny the benefit due to these or any other grounds. But this chart is essentially what will guide officers in their referrals. If there are sufficient indicators that one of these grounds are present, you at least need to talk to FDNS!

[Go to the next slide.]
[Instructor: “NS / Non-NS Open Source Fact Patterns” Exercise. This exercise begins to train students to consider fact patterns from a variety of sources in identifying NS grounds from the INA. Each student will be assigned an open source news article. Have the students review their article. The class discussion is based on the student being able to identify if the case should be worked in CARRP or not based on the three-element equation. The student should be able to tell you if the case should be handled in CARRP and which ground from the INA would apply. All articles should be assigned and reviewed at the same time but reviewing them with the class is divided between exercise 2.2 and 3.1 in Module 3. The articles that are more straightforward and only involve assessing whether an NS ground is present are covered in 2.2. Additional instructor notes are provided in exercise 3.1 for the remaining articles.]

Say:

Please find the article/individual that you are assigned for Exercise 2.2 on the exercises assignment sheet. You can either click on the hyperlink on the assignment sheet and open your article on the web, or you can go to the Module 2 Channel under “Exercises” and find your article under Exercise 2.2.
Link to that folder is being placed in the chat now.

Please take 10 minutes or so to read this article and assume that the subject of the article is an applicant for an immigration benefit pending with USCIS. Ignore the individuals’ actual citizenship/immigration status or if they are deceased etc. Evaluate the facts contained in your article and make a determination as to whether the subject would be NS or non-NS, and if NS what ground in the INA did you use to make that determination.

When called on you will explain the fact pattern that guided your NS / Non-NS determination and highlight the ground from the INA that led you to that determination. The purpose of this exercise is to emphasize the statutory grounds of national security used in determining if a case should be in CARRP and to make the point that NS determinations are not always black and white.

Please take few minutes to read the article you were assigned and let me know if you have any questions. You will be called on randomly to discuss your individual. We will move back a slide and leave the INA grounds on the screen while you work through your article.

[Instructor: Pause for ten minutes to give everyone time to read their article.]

Let’s get started with some of our fact patterns now.

[Instructor: Use the Answer Key to discuss the correct answers]

Okay, that completes the exercise for now. If you were not called on yet, you will be called on in Module 3 and we will give you a few minutes then to refresh your memory!

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 1 KST Overview

Non-NS

Process in CARRP:

Non-KST NS Concern

KST NS Concern

Non-KST NS Concern Confirmed

Non-KST NS Concern Not Confirmed

Say:

This is a visualization of our first group of terms. We are going to go through the definitions of these circles and then look at this graphic again. Cases are entered into CARRP because there’s a nexus to a national security concern. Non-KST and KST are two exclusive subsets of an NS concern. An NS concern must be one or the other – KST or non-KST.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 1
Known or Suspected Terrorist

Known or Suspected Terrorist (KST) is a category of individuals who have been:

• nominated and accepted for placement in the Terrorist Screening Database (TSDB), also known as the Terrorist Watchlist, 
  AND

• have a specially coded lookout posted in the TECS and/or the Consular Lookout Automated Support System (CLASS), as used by the Department of State.

Say:

A Known or Suspected Terrorist, or a KST, is a category of individuals who have been nominated and accepted for placement in the Terrorist Screening Database (TSDB), also called the “Terrorist Watchlist.” This is not the same as the watchlist that you see in CPMS! All KSTs have a specially coded lookout posted in the TECS and/or Consular Lookout Automated Support System, also known as “CLASS”, used by the State Department. We’ll go into more detail on the TSDB and the Watchlist later on in Module 3. We will also discuss how to identify a KST when we dig into Phases 1 and 2 of the CARRP process. For the moment, just know a KST is a Known or Suspected Terrorist and is one type of NS concern.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 1
Non-Known or Suspected Terrorist

Non-Known or Suspected Terrorist (Non-KST) NS Concern:

• Is a category of the remaining cases with NS concerns, regardless of source, including but not limited to associates of KST(s), unindicted co-conspirators, terrorist organization members, persons involved with providing material support to terrorists or terrorist organizations, and agents of foreign governments.

• Individuals and organizations who fall into the Non-KST category may also pose a serious threat to national security.

Say:

A Non-KST, or Non-Known or Suspected Terrorist, is the other type of NS concern. A non-KST is a category of the remaining cases with NS concerns, regardless of source, including but not limited to associates of KSTs, unindicted co-conspirators, terrorist organization members, persons involved in providing material support to terrorists or terrorist organizations, and agents of foreign governments. Non-KST is also a USCIS term of art. Other government agencies or law enforcement partners are not going to know what you’re talking about if you call them and refer to a “Non-KST” in your discussion. The key to this is to think back to our NS grounds from the INA and realize there are more things here than just being associated with a KST. Being a non-KST can involve individuals doing any number of things that impact national security.

Also, keep in mind that a Non-KST can become a KST! It’s very important to remember that Non-KSTs are not inherently “less bad” than KSTs! A non-KST concern can be every bit as serious as a KST concern, and they are handled the same way. There is no such thing as “CARRP lite” processing of non-KSTs. Even TRIG cases without available exemptions that overlap with CARRP NS grounds are treated as serious concerns. We will talk more about TRIG later in this module.
[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 1: Non-KST
NS Confirmed

- There are two sub-categories of Non-KST:
  - Confirmed
  - Not Confirmed
- In a Non-KST Confirmed case, there is a nexus to a national security ground, and a clear link exists between the individual or organization and the national security ground.
- Articulable Link = NS Confirmed

\[
\text{Individual / Organization} \quad + \quad \text{Articulable Link} \quad + \quad \text{NS ground from INA}
\]

Say:

There are two sub-categories of Non-KSTs – confirmed and not confirmed. The category that a subject will fall into will depend on your articulable link – the middle part of our equation. If we have a nexus to NS and we can clearly articulate a link between the person and the NS ground, then it’s NS confirmed. Basically, NS confirmed is the category we are in when all three parts of this equation are clear. When we discuss what is involved in CARRP Phase 1 we will talk about exactly how to recognize if you have a clear articulable link and what to document if you have one. For IOs, or those who are familiar with how fraud cases evolve in FDNS-DS, you can think of NS confirmed versus Not Confirmed in terms of Fraud and FDNS-DS. NS Confirmed is comparable to a “Case.” Whereas, NS Not Confirmed, is comparable to a “Lead.”

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 1: Non-KST
NS Not Confirmed

- In a Non-KST Not Confirmed case, there is a nexus to a national security ground, but there is not a clear link between the individual or organization and the national security ground.
- Sufficient Indicators of connection in the totality of the circumstances = NS Not Confirmed

Individual / Organization + Indicators of a Link + NS ground from INA

Say:

If NS confirmed means that we have a clear link between a person and an NS ground, NS not confirmed means that some part of the equation is a little fuzzy. There are sufficient indicators of something going on, because of travel, because of associations, because of activities, because of some behavior connected to the NS grounds – but it’s not a clear connection to the INA ground. So now you may be thinking to yourselves “why would we put that in CARRP?” The reason goes back to the description of what CARRP is… it’s a process for vetting and resolving NS concerns. For Non-KST Not Confirmed, there is an individual and an NS ground and sufficient indicators of a link between the two. We can use the CARRP process to build out our articulable link in Phase 1 of the CARRP process where we identify the NS concern. We will talk more about what is involved in Phase 1 later. Please note that protected characteristics, such as national origin or religion, ARE NOT indicators of an NS concern. Overall, the CARRP training, including hypotheticals and examples we will cover in other modules, will provide you with the tools to understand when sufficient indicators exist in a case in the totality of the circumstances to substantiate a CARRP referral.

Does anyone want to try to explain why we don’t delineate NS Confirmed or NS Non-Confirmed for KSTs? **[Answer: In order to be identified as a KST**
and placed on the Watchlist, the Link has already been established.]

[Go to the next slide.]
Designated Officer

- An officer identified by local management to be trained, competent and knowledgeable in CARRP procedures.

“Designated officers” may be:

- Fraud Detection and National Security - Immigration Officer (FDNS-IO)
- CARRP trained Immigration Services Officer (CARRP-ISIO)
- Supervisory Immigration Services Officer (SISO)
- FDNS-Supervisory Immigration Officer (FDNS-SIO)
- Field Office Director (FOD)
- Refugee and Asylum Officers

Say:

A “Designated Officer” is an officer identified by local management to be trained, competent, and knowledgeable in CARRP procedures. This is a term straight from the CARRP policy guidance. It pops up in the delineation memo of June 5, 2009, which will be covered in a few slides. Anyone can become a designated officer – FDNS Immigration Officers, Immigration Analysts, Immigration Services Officers, Asylum Officers - provided they are identified by local management and trained in CARRP. So, this shows you just how many people are involved in the CARRP process.

So… by the end of this course, you will all be designated officers!

[Go to the next slide.]
Say:

Let’s return to the slide with our first group of terms. When you work CARRP as a Designated Officer, cases are entered into CARRP because there’s a nexus to a national security concern. Non-KSTs and KSTs are two exclusive subsets of an NS concern. An NS concern is either one or the other – KST or non-KST. Likewise, Confirmed and Not Confirmed are the two subsets of Non-KST.

It’s important to remember that a case can go back and forth from non-KST to KST and vice versa, but it can’t be both categories at once. As we get into CARRP Phase 1 we’ll talk about how to tell the difference between the two subsets, but for now please remember that you always have to be in one of these categories to be in the CARRP process. If a case ever becomes Non-NS, then we don’t handle the case in CARRP at all. But within these categories, we expect that a case will do some bouncing around and changing. The case may go from NS Not Confirmed to NS confirmed, or from KST to non-KST. A case may even go from involving a KST to not being a national security concern at all!

Does anyone have any questions about our first set of terms? If so, please
respond in the chat box.

[Go to the next slide.]
Identify Terms of Reference Group 2

CARRP Terms (Group 2):

- Screening
- Systems Checks
- Security Checks
- Vetting
- Deconfliction

Say:

Here’s our second group of terms that you’ll see throughout the course. We will talk about screening, systems checks, security checks, vetting, and deconfliction. This group of terms centers around screening and the work we do as CARRP officers.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 2: Screening

Screening:

- Systematic examination or assessment, done especially to detect a potential threat or risk.
- Includes methods that agencies use to investigate locations or geographic areas, or an applicant’s background, to identify potential security risks and the degree/extent of the investigation may vary based on access/position requirements (DHS Lexicon, 2016 Edition).
- May include background checks based on biographic or biometric information.
- May also include physical searches or examinations.

Say:

Screening is defined as a systematic examination or assessment, done especially to detect a potential threat or risk. This is the overarching process we do with CARRP, with the NaBISCOP, and with Watchlisting. It’s a big, holistic way that we go about our business in order to determine risks. Screening encompasses systems checks, security checks, and vetting – it’s the strategic level word here. From a USCIS perspective, “Screening” is very closely aligned with “Background Checks” – for us, they are pretty much the same thing and may be used interchangeably in this presentation. Background checks are really just one type of screening, though – and for other agencies, the distinction between them is critical. Think of the example of TSA at the airport – if they scan your driver’s license and see what comes up, that’s a background check and is part of the screening process. If they run your luggage through an X-ray belt, though... that’s still screening, but it’s not really a background check. So we can use the terms internally to mean the same thing - but be aware that, for other agencies, there may be a substantive difference.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 2:
Systems Checks

Systems Checks:

- A query of any system of record to determine if the system holds information related to the subject.

- Can include:
  - CLAIMS 3/PCQS
  - CIS
  - FDNS-DS
  - TEC5

Say:

Systems checks are a query of any system of record to determine if the system holds information related to the subject. Systems checks are one of our screening tools. When you look someone up in CIS, CLAIMS3/PCQS, FDNS-DS, or TEC5 – those are all systems checks. You’ll notice that systems checks are just the act of seeing if the system has information. There’s nothing in this definition about what you DO with the information once it’s discovered. It is important to understand that systems checks are a subset of screening and not the end of the process. Once you complete your systems checks there’s a subtab in FDNS-DS where you will record your results and analysis for each check you perform.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 2:
Security Checks

Security Checks:

- A type of systems check using a system that may contain security related information.
- Security checks may include:
  - FBI Fingerprint Check or Name Check
  - TECS / NCIC
  - Automated Biometrics Identification System (IDENT)

Say:

So we just defined a system check and talked about what they encompass. Security checks are a type of systems check focusing on security and are performed using a system that may contain security-related information. It’s the act of looking at systems that give us security-related information about an individual. These systems can be TECS, FBI Name check or fingerprint check, US-VISIT, or looking at a RAP sheet. You can think of security checks as the pre-CARRP work. Some form of security check is done to pretty much every application we handle and they’re often our first indication that we need to pull something into the CARRP process. Another way to think about security checks is when you ask for information, let’s use an FBI Name Check for this example, you are essentially asking the FBI to perform a system check of all their relevant records and systems to see if an individual matches anything. The manner in which we run security checks and the specific things we look at are all prescribed in the NaBISCOP and component guidance.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 2: Vetting

Vetting:

- A review of all the information uncovered about an individual.
- Sources of information can include:
  - Systems checks
  - Interviews
  - Open source information
  - Conversations with record owners
- You can vet individuals or a discrete piece of information.

Say:

Vetting is distinct from systems checks, and usually comes after systems checks are performed. In systems checks, you locate the information. In vetting, you review, assess, and evaluate all of the information uncovered about an individual. During the vetting process you determine how a piece of information affects eligibility, and you make a decision as to whether a piece of information is national security related. So, vetting is the "thinking" portion of the process. You're leveraging systems checks, and also bringing in interviews, testimony, open source, and conversations with record owners. Additionally, you're considering the reliability and applicability of the information you have.

How many of you have called an FBI agent to ask about a TECS record? Please use the "Raise Your Hand" function if you have.

[Instructor: Please give students a moment to raise their hand and note how many of the students have contacted the FBI. Ask the class for volunteers to explain why.]

What you're doing when you speak to the FBI is vetting – you're asking the FBI agent if there's any information they have that pertains to the subject and if
it is derogatory in nature. Some examples of things you might ask about include [Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 2: Deconfliction

Deconfliction:

- The coordination between USCIS and other governmental agencies who own NS information (record owners).
- The goal of deconfliction is to ensure that planned USCIS adjudicative activities do not compromise or impede an ongoing investigation or other record owner interest.
- Some USCIS activities that may be deconflicted include:
  - Interview/Request for evidence
  - Site visit
  - Decision to grant or deny a benefit, and/or the timing of the decision

Say:

Our next term is a very important one: deconfliction. Deconfliction is the coordination between USCIS and other governmental agencies who own NS information. We call them “record owners.” Deconfliction is a conversation with the stakeholders — the people who will be impacted by our actions. The goal of deconfliction is to ensure that planned USCIS adjudicative activities do not compromise or impede an ongoing investigation or other record owner interest.

Some activities that can be deconflicted include an interview/sending a Request for Evidence, conducting a site visit, adjudicating a benefit, and the timing of any of those activities.

[Instructor: The question(s) below can be posed to students as an interactive discussion. Direct students to use the chat box for their responses.]

How would the timing of a decision be relevant to a law enforcement agency (LEA)?

[Process responses in chat. Possible response below
Maybe they’re about to arrest someone and if we deny an application the person]
Maybe they're about to arrest someone and if we deny an application the person will leave the country]

USCIS has a procedure for granting an abeyance on a case, which means USCIS will not take an adjudicative action if the requirements of the regulation are met, including that an investigation is ongoing, it involves a matter that has an impact on eligibility or discretion, and disclosure of the existence of the investigation or information relating to it would prejudice the ongoing investigation. An abeyance can be used, for instance, if our action would impact the work of the LEA but does not mean all work stops on a case or that an LEA can tell USCIS not to work on a case.

Does anyone have any questions up to this point?

Let’s move on to our next set of CARRP terms.

[Go to the next slide.]
Identify Terms of Reference Group 3

CARRP Terms (Group 3):

- Indicator [of an NS Concern]
- Confirm [with Terrorist Screening Center] (TSC)
- Resolved
- U.S. Person (USP)

Say:

And here’s our third batch of terms that we’ll discuss. In the upcoming slides, we are going to discuss indicators, what it means to confirm a hit with the Terrorist Screening Center, what “resolved” means, and the definition of a U.S. person. We’re going to define these terms, talk about synonyms for them, how to use them, and what they practically mean to you in USCIS.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 3: Indicator

Indicator [of an NS Concern]:

- Synonymous with “fact” or “evidence”
  - e.g. “We have indicators of a potential NS concern” can also be stated “we have evidence of a potential NS concern.”
  - e.g. “Travel pattern is one potential indicator that could be used to identify a concern” is interchangeable with
  - “Travel pattern is one potential fact that could be used to identify a concern.”

Say:

An “indicator,” here in the context of an indicator of a NS concern, is synonymous with the word “fact” or “evidence.” So, if we are saying “We have indicators of a potential NS concern” this means the same as saying “We have evidence of a potential NS concern.”

In the sentence “Travel patterns are a potential indicator that could be used to identify a concern” the word indicator could be replaced by fact. So this is the same as saying “Travel pattern is one potential fact that could be used to identify a concern.”

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 3: Confirm

Confirm [with Terrorist Screening Center (TSC)]:

- Synonymous with “verify”
  - e.g. “When encountering a TECS record, you must contact the TSC to confirm the record” is the same as “When encountering a TECS record, you must contact the TSC to verify that the individual is a match to the database.”

Say:

We just talked about deconfliction a few slides ago. We do not deconflict TECS records with the Terrorist Screening Center (TSC). We confirm an identity match (or mismatch). A lot of officers use the term “deconflict” with the TSC which can be confusing. But what those officers are actually saying is that they confirmed with the TSC as to whether or not the SUBJECT is on the terrorist watchlist or has a TECS hit. So, confirm here means the same thing at “verify.” We confirm the record with the TSC, or in other words, we contact the TSC to verify the individual is a match to the database.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 3: Resolved

Resolved:

- As in common use: to settle or solve an issue or conflict. Generally, a possible outcome of screening or other action
  - e.g. “We resolved the NS concern by contacting the FBI and getting clarification.”

- Can be synonymous with “overcome”
  - e.g. “This non-KST was closed as resolved” can be restated as “The facts underlying the initial non-KST determination were overcome by new evidence acquired during vetting. The individual is no longer a non-KST.”

Say:

Most of us are familiar with the term “resolve” – we see it in our Resolution Memos. In common use, it means that we settle an issue, problem, or conflict. In our Resolution Memos, we see information that needs further investigation, it might or might not affect an applicant’s eligibility for a benefit, it might conflict with other information we have. In those cases, we resolve the issue so that it is no longer an issue in question. So, saying that “we have resolved the NS concern” means that we were able to make the identified National Security concern a nonissue by taking some action.

We can also use the word “resolve” in the same way we use the word “overcome.” Similarly, “This non-KST was closed as resolved” can be restated as “The facts underlying the initial non-KST determination were overcome by new evidence acquired during vetting. The individual is no longer a non-KST.”

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Terms, Group 3: U.S. Person

U.S. Person (USP) 22 CFR § 120.15 U.S. person.

- U.S. person means a person who is a U.S. citizen, lawful permanent resident or who is a protected individual as defined by 8 U.S.C. 1324b(a)(3). It also means a U.S. corporation or business entity.
- LPR and USC terminology is utilized differently in parts of the U.S. government.
- So... if you are contacted and asked if someone is a USP and (the requestor has a need to know), provide the immigration status only (within the limits of the Confidentiality Provisions in Module 1), and leave the USP determination to the requesting entity.

Say:

The term U.S. Person (USP) is defined in 22 CFR § 120.15. “U.S. person” means a person who is a U.S. citizen, lawful permanent resident, or who is a protected individual as defined by U.S.C. 1324b(a)(3). It also means a U.S. corporation or business entity.

Be mindful that lawful permanent resident and U.S. citizen terminology is utilized differently in other parts of the U.S. government. If you’re asked by anyone if an individual is a U.S. Person... don’t provide a response to this specific question! Just provide the immigration status (within the limits of the Confidentiality Provisions we discussed in Module 1), and let the requestor determine what that status means for the individual in question. DHS also has the Single Point of Service (SPS) to answer Requests for Information (RFIs) that originate from law enforcement. Officers can refer law enforcement officers to this service. I am pasting the link for the Single Point of Service in the chat box.

[Facilitator: Copy and Paste the SPS link into the chat: https://www.dhs.gov/publication/dhsallpia-044-dhs-single-point-service-request-information-management-tool. Also, now might be a good time to check in and see if students have any questions.]
[Go to the next slide.]
EO #1 Knowledge Check

✓ True or False: An individual who has not been nominated to the watchlist is a KST.

✓ True or False: If you have an articulable link between your subject and an NS ground from the INA, you have a non-KST, NS Confirmed

✓ True or False: You are asked by FBI Agent Smith if Mr. Blue is a U.S. Person. You can tell Agent Smith only that Mr. Blue is in lawful status.

Say:

Let's do a knowledge check.

[Instructor: Randomly call on students to answer the questions one by one. The selected student can place the answer in the chat box. Process the response and add the script below.]

True or False: An individual who has not been nominated to the watchlist is a KST. [False. KSTS are nominated and accepted to the Terrorist Watchlist and have a LE_TRECS record/CLASS record]

True or False: If you have an articulable link between your subject and an NS ground from the INA, you have a non-KST, NS Confirmed. [True]

True or False: You are asked by FBI Agent Smith if Mr. Blue is a U.S. Person. You can tell Agent Smith only that Mr. Blue is in lawful status. [True. USCIS does not verify whether a subject is a US person. You can refer the agent to the DHS Single Point of Service for information about Mr. Blue. Moreover, before you tell Agent Smith anything about Mr. Blue, confirm that such a disclosure conforms with 8 CFR 208.6 because Mr. Blue is an asylee. If you have questions about complying with confidentiality]
provisions, speak to you chain of command and OCC]

[Go to the next slide.]
EO #2

Participants will understand the history of CARRP policy and the HQ FDNS components involved in the CARRP process.

Say:

We will now move on to our next objective which is to understand the history of CARRP policy and the HQ FDNS components involved in the CARRP process.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Policy: Origins

“Policy for Vetting and Adjudicating Cases with National Security Concerns” signed April 11, 2008
- Established KST vs. Non-KST categories
- Decentralized Non-KST processing to the field
- Defined CARRP terms (“deconfliction,” “external vetting,” etc.)
- Described the four phases of CARRP

“Clarification and Delineation of Vetting and Adjudication Responsibilities for Controlled Application Review and Resolution Program (CARRP) Cases in Domestic Field Offices” signed June 5, 2009
- Identified the roles of “designated officers” in CARRP
- Outlined the actions and FDNS-DS documentation responsibilities within each role

Say:

Now, let’s review the history behind CARRP policy and USCIS. Think of the policy over time as a story: How the CARRP process was born and how it has evolved. The story begins in 2008 with a memo called “Vetting and Adjudicating Cases with NS Concerns.” Prior to CARRP rolling out in April 2008, everything having anything to do with national security was sent to HQ FDNS and adjudicated by a unit called the National Security Adjudications Unit (NSAU). The 2008 memo changed all of that and brought order to NS adjudications – it defined terms, it established the 4 phases of CARRP that we use today, it mandated the use of FDNS-DS to record casework, and it defined the roles of the field and HQ in the NS process.

A little over a year later, in June 2009, another memo was released which further defined the roles in each phase of CARRP within field offices. The 2009 memo gave us the outline for this presentation – Roles, Actions, and DS responsibilities are all clearly outlined in the memo. It’s important to note that just because FDNS-IOs and CARRP ISOs have different, delineated roles doesn’t mean you shouldn’t communicate and work closely together.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Policy: Evolution

“Revision of Responsibilities for CARRP Cases Involving Known or Suspected Terrorists” signed July 26, 2011

- Revised the 2008 memo to allow the field to perform external vetting of KST cases without a requirement to consult HQ FDNS


- Identified new form types subject to CARRP

“Updated Instructions for Handling TECS [LE] Records” signed May 23, 2012

- Provided background on the Watchlisting process
- Designated exclusion code [LE] records and exclusion code [LE] records as non-KSTs
- Outlined vetting processes for [LE] and [LE] records

Say:

Fast-forward a little bit to 2011, where there were several changes in the CARRP world. Offices nationwide had gained great experience in working NS cases, with many field offices even having their own JTTF representatives. As a result, the field was allowed to take over external vetting in the third phase of CARRP under the memo titled “Revision of Responsibilities for CARRP Cases Involving Known or Suspected Terrorists.” HQ involvement was no longer required for KSTs. This memo enabled the field to work almost every aspect of a KST case, while also providing scenarios under which you could still reach out to HQ FDNS for assistance.

The next two memos to come along were published in 2012. The first memo, titled “Policy for Treatment of Certain Cases Related to Alien Entrepreneurs Involving National Security (NS) Concerns”, impacted a part of our NS equation that we haven’t really touched on – the organizations or individuals who may be linked to an NS concern. With the rise in concern over the EB5 program, this memo added the following forms as being subject to CARRP:

- I-526 Immigrant Petition by an Alien Entrepreneur
- I-829 Petition by an Alien Entrepreneur to Remove Conditions
- I-924 Application for Region Center
- I-924A Supplement to Form I-924
The second memo, titled “Updated Instructions for Handling LE Records,” dealt with Watchlisting issues in KST and non-KST cases. The major takeaway from this memo is that individuals with LE ECS hits with a LE or LE exclusion code are handled as Non-KSTs, not KSTs. The export of LE to downstream systems was initially done so LE could be examined, but also served as one way that USCIS realized non-KSTs may need to be scrutinized just as carefully as KSTs. For now, just remember that LE with LE and LE exclusion codes are handled as Non-KSTs and we’ll return to this in detail later in the course.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Policy Trends: Forms

Trends in CARRP Policy: 2008 - Present

Discussion: Which forms are subject to CARRP?

- In 2012, EB-5 forms were specifically included into CARRP, but other forms types are still unclear
- Regardless, ALL FORMS ARE SUBJECT TO CARRP (at least Phase 1)
- CARRP should apply equally to all types of work in all directorates:
  - Status-granting
  - Non-status-granting
  - Ancillary, etc.

Say:

Now we’re going to discuss some trends in CARRP Policy. Which form types are subject to CARRP? Please post your answers in CHAT [Give students a moment to respond – based on the previous slide, they should note that the 2012 memo specified that EB-5 forms are subject to CARRP – note their responses and then click to bring up first bullet]

We know, from the 2012 memo that we just discussed, that Entrepreneurs (specifically, EB-5 applicants) are subject to CARRP. [click to bring up next bullet]

All forms are subject to CARRP, or at least Phase 1 of identification.

However, to determine how extensively we will process cases we tend to try to group forms into types: status-granting, non-status granting, ancillary, etc. Some of these are fairly clear. For example, you know that an I-485 is a status-granting form as it confers permanent residency. However, for some forms or benefits, it might not be so clear.

For example:
- Is an I-751, Petition to Remove Conditions on Residence, a petition
because we don’t consider admissibility - only the relationship? Does it grant status even though the applicant is technically already an LPR?

- An I-131, Application for Travel Document, is ancillary when it’s filed concurrently with an I-485, Application to Register Permanent Residence or Adjust Status, but is it handled differently when it’s filed as a standalone, even though it conveys the same ability to travel?
- Is an I-730, Refugee/Asylee Relative Petition, a petition when someone is abroad, but a status-granting application when someone is already in the US?
- Why do we treat N-565’s, Application for Replacement Naturalization/Citizenship Certificate, differently from I-90’s, Applications to Replace Permanent Resident Cards, if they both just provide documentation of an existing status?
- Would N-600’s, Applications for Certificate of Citizenship, fall into the same category? How about Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), Temporary Protected Status (TPS), or Non-Immigrant Visa (NIV) extensions? They aren’t permanent benefits, but they certainly allow a person to stay in the U.S. legally, and someone planning a terrorist attack doesn’t care if they have a permanent benefit – the person may just want to have some type of legal status.

In all of those examples, it can be challenging to determine if the form is status-granting, non status-granting, or ancillary.

So, as CARRP policy evolves, the solution has been to say “everything is subject to CARRP.” On every single type of form, USCIS proceeds through at least the identification phase of CARRP. We realize that there’s a concern, we document the concern, and we go from there. Now that we see everything falls under CARRP, it should also be noted that some forms require more extensive CARRP processing, and some require less based on other policy and adjudicative instructions, such as the I-90 memo and the ancillary benefits memo. The major point here is that EVERYTHING is subject to at least the identification part of the CARRP process!

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Policy Trends: KSTs

Trends in CARRP Policy: 2008 - Present

Truth or Myth: KSTs inherently “riskier” than Non-KST NS Concerns

- Current policy requires D2 concurrence to approve a KST, but only local senior official concurrence to approve a Non-KST...Truth?
- Greater experience in watchlisting policy suggests that some Non-KSTs are every bit as important to identify and work...Myth
- There is no such thing as “CARRP Lite”

Say:

Turning back to our discussion of KSTs vs. non-KSTs. Looking at the question on the slide: What do you think? Answer in Chat

[Comment on responses you see. Note the majority opinion]

Let’s take a look at some indicators [click to bring up first bullet]

At first, we assumed that KSTs were inherently riskier, or at the very least, more difficult to work. That’s why there are different levels of approval needed for KSTs and non-KSTs when we’re going to grant a benefit. That’s also why in the beginning of the evolution of CARRP, all KST work was done at HQ, while non-KST cases were worked in the field. So, that may indicate that KSTs are riskier. [click to bring up second bullet]

Increasingly, there has been a realization that KSTs and non-KSTs can carry similar levels of challenge and risk. They are both NS concerns and are therefore equally significant. When we discuss the articulable link piece of our equation, we like to point out that not all NS is created equal. The division between the way a KST and non-KST is handled is not along a neat line. Greater understanding of watchlisting has shown us that interagency partners
want us to screen certain non-KSTs with the same watchlist architecture that we use for KSTs. [click to bring up third bullet]

When HQ FDNS prioritizes casework, they don’t give any more weight to KSTs than non-KSTs – they’re all NS concerns! And, most notably – USCIS policy has shifted. While KSTs still have to be approved by the USCIS Deputy Director, the 2011 memorandum allowing KSTs to be worked in the field was an acknowledgement that both types of cases required similar resources and posed similar challenges to front-line officers.

[Go to the next slide.]
CARRP Policy Trends: Decentralization

Trends in CARRP Policy: 2008 - Present

Decentralization:

- Shift towards greater resources devoted to officers working cases in the field
- First Non-KST work decentralized away from HQ in 2008, then KST work in 2011

Flexibility & Clarity vs. Uniformity:

- Future policy will need to consolidate previous memoranda
- Going forward, CARRP must promote component guidance to address specific operational issues in each directorate
- Future policy must also increase clarity while allowing CARRP to remain

Say:

Another trend in the CARRP policy story centers around the decentralization of the process out of HQ, with less and less work taking place at the HQ level. This is due to local offices having better tools – the ability to interview, the ability to issue RFEs, and more direct liaison with local law enforcement who are the ones actually investigating subjects. Between the 2008 CARRP rollout and the 2011 update, field offices and service centers built much better relationships with local law enforcement and, for the first time, started sending detailees out to other local offices, particularly the Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF). Local officers also have a better understanding of your local level operating area.

Refugee officers usually know information about countries they process refugees from on a detailed, intimate level. Similarly, FOD officers know the immigrant communities, the businesses, the religious organizations, the nonprofits, that operate in their area of responsibility far better than they ever could at HQ. But there’s another factor here – it also comes down to the fact that the local office is the one that has to make the decision. If an individual is vetted at HQ, ultimately, it’s not their approval stamp that’s going on a form – it’s your CARRP ISO, your BCU ISO, your AO or your RO. Benefit decisions are made locally, so CARRP is better when it’s a local process. And along with
the move towards local ownership has come more personnel and more resources – local FDNS teams are expanding and are getting more systems access, more high side check access, etc. For all these reasons, there has been a decided trend towards decentralization of CARRP casework over the years.

Another trend in CARRP policy evolution has focused on flexibility and clarity vs. uniformity. Similar to the initial policy rollout in 2008, HQ has an obligation to create national policy for consistent implementation. We added an extra layer of national guidance in NaBISCOP that never existed before to ensure that as we go more local, we’re all still doing fundamentally the same thing. National policy and guidance are written at a high level to ensure standardization across the agency. That’s also why this training focuses on national policy and guidance and things that are applicable across the board, agency-wide, on every NS case. The major point here is that while CARRP gets its uniformity from national policy and guidance, the various components work to incorporate their unique challenges and needs while still adhering to the national framework.

[Go to the next slide.]
Say:

Now we are going to talk about the HQ FDNS component involved in the CARRP process- the National Security and Public Safety Division, or NSPSD. There are three branches of NSPSD that we will discuss: The Screening Coordination Office, the Liaison Branch, and the Field Operations Support Branch.

[Go to the next slide.]
Say:

Let’s take a look at National Security and Public Safety Division as a whole. As you can see, NSPSD has many responsibilities.

[Ask learners to independently review the information, pause to allow time to do so.]

Overall, the NSPSD is the knowledge hub for the creation and implementation of screening policy, the performance of background vetting, and the integration of national security and immigration expertise.

[Go to the next slide.]
The Screening Coordination Office (SCO) provides subject-matter expertise and current policy and procedure guidance for CARRP training materials, including all of our PowerPoint slides and the Studies in National Security Series that you’ll see as part of this course. They also co-chair the Senior Leadership Review Board Working Group, which prepares CARRP cases for Deputy Director review. SCO studies and evaluates current practices and improves the quality, effectiveness, and efficiency of national security programs.

The SCO oversees and maintains screening protocols and establishes the overarching screening framework with standardized policy priorities and objectives. Some policy memos that have been written by the SCO include:
- TECS Record Creation SOP
- Procedures for IDENT fingerprints
- Uniform TECS Guidance describing when to query persons affiliated with an applicant or beneficiary, such as roommates, family members, or associates
- FinCEN Referral Guidance governing when to query FinCEN based on an LHM referral

The SCO also identifies new screening opportunities and partners, including
implementation and oversight of agency efforts to vet affirmative asylum applicants at the National Vetting Center (NVC). Other pilots and studies conducted by the SCO include:

- FBI Name Check Study Update assessing the cost-effectiveness of the Namecheck program
- I-539 studies to assess the utility of biometrics and NCTC screening on a nonimmigrant change of status population
- Immigration Application Screening Pilot to gauge the utility of NCTC screening of N-400 applicants

[Go to the next slide.]
Say:


The Operations Integration Support Section facilitates information sharing on security, intelligence, and public safety issues. In addition to being responsible for responding to requests submitted by field personnel for information from the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), OIS is focused on four primary program areas:

- Leveraging Biometrics to Detect Immigration Fraud
- Collaboration with Immigration and Customs Enforcement – Enforcement Removal Operations (ERO)
- Support to International Initiatives
- Combating Transnational Organized Crime (CTOC)

The Law Enforcement Support Operations section is responsible for administering law enforcement related immigration programs. It should be noted that this entire branch used to be called LESO but later changed to Field Operations Support. So, if you see LESO on documents it could be referring to the newly created Field Operations Support Branch.
The Law Enforcement Support Operations Branch (LESO) administers two law enforcement based-immigration programs, S-Nonimmigrant Visas and the Witness Security Program.

**S-Nonimmigrant Status:**
- S-nonimmigrant status is initially requested by a federal or state Law Enforcement Agency (LEA) via Form I-854, which is then certified by the local U.S. Attorney, the requesting LEA HQ, the Attorney General (delegated to the Assistant Attorney General for the Office of Enforcement Operations, Criminal Division, OEO), and then forwarded to FDNS HQ for adjudication.
- The Assistant Attorney General (OEO) must certify that the alien’s presence in the United States is required and certifies the significance, importance, and worthwhileness of the alien’s assistance to law enforcement. This certification is non-reviewable.
- Using Form I-854, Inter-Agency Alien Witness and Informant Record, the Assistant Attorney General also certifies the alien’s criminal history and any inadmissibility waivers required under Section 212 of the INA.
- USCIS holds the final discretionary authority to approve or deny the request for S-nonimmigrant classification.
- S-nonimmigrant status is granted for a period of 3 years with NO possibility for extension.
- There are two types of S-nonimmigrant status

**An S-5 is an alien witness or informant in a criminal matter.**
An alien may be classified as an S-5 alien witness or informant if the alien:
- Possesses critical reliable information concerning a criminal organization or enterprise;
- Is willing to supply, or has supplied, such information to federal or state LEA; and
- Is essential to the success of an authorized criminal investigation or the successful prosecution of an individual involved in the criminal organization or enterprise.

**An S-6 is an alien witness or informant in counterterrorism matter.**
An alien may be classified as an S-6 alien counterterrorism witness or informant if the alien:
- Possesses critical reliable information concerning a terrorist organization, enterprise, or operation;
- Is willing to supply or has supplied such information to a federal LEA;
- Is in danger or has been placed in danger as a result of providing such information; and
• Is eligible to receive a reward under section 36(a) of the State Department Basic Authorities Act of 1956.

Processing S-nonimmigrant applications:
• The Form I-854 and accompanying documents must include the agency’s reasons for seeking the cooperation of the alien and the alien’s past, present, and/or future assistance.
• Spouses, married and unmarried sons and daughters, and parents of an alien witness or informant of S-5 and S-6 nonimmigrants when accompanying, or following to join must be included on the principal alien’s request for an S nonimmigrant visa.
• Only 200 people may be admitted in S-5 status each year, and only 50 may be admitted in S-6 status each year.
• The LESO officer is responsible for reviewing the A file(s) for completeness and requesting additional information or waivers if necessary.

LESO also adjudicates or facilitates the adjudication of immigration benefits requested by an alien in the U.S. Marshals Service Witness Security Program, or WSP. WSP participants’ cases are usually unclassified but require special handling procedures to protect the identity of the person and family members.

Witness Security Program:
• US Marshall Service relocates cooperating witnesses and gives them new legal identities, financial assistance, and immigration assistance.
• LESO adjudicates immigration benefits requested by aliens in the program, I-765s Employment Authorization, I-854s, I-485s, and I-90s.
• LESO facilitates various applications I-130/I-485, I-90s, I-751, N-400 and N-600s (application for certificate of citizenship)

LESO is in the process of completing Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for adjudication and facilitation of the applications shown below:
• I-854, Inter-Agency Alien Witness and Informant Record
• Updating I-130/I-485, Petition for Alien Relative & Application to Register Permanent Residence or Adjust Status cases
• I-90, Application to Replace Permanent Resident Card
• I-751, Petition to Remove the Conditions of Residence
• Updating N-400, Application for Naturalization cases
• N-600, Application for Certificate of Citizenship

[Go to the next slide.]
Immigration Vetting Division (IVD)

- IVD conducts unclassified and classified system checks and produces immigration history reports on individuals identified in the media, through intelligence reporting from DHS component liaison activity, or by executive leadership inquiry.
- IVD conducts Enhanced FDNS Review on certain refugee, asylum, and other population groups.
- IVD nominates subjects eligible for terrorism-related watchlists and enhances existing records.
- IVD facilitates the FDNS Declassification Request Process.

Say:

IVD also conducts unclassified and classified system checks and produces immigration history reports on individuals identified in the media, through intelligence reporting from DHS component liaison activity, or by executive leadership inquiry. They also conduct Enhanced FDNS Review on certain asylum, and other population groups and nominates subjects eligible for related watchlists and enhances existing records.

Finally, IVD facilitates the FDNS Declassification Request Process. There's an titled “Standard Operating Procedures for Requesting Declassification of Security Information for Use in Adjudications” and in later modules we will those high-side checks in more detail.

Does anyone have any questions up to this point? How is everyone's BINGO looking?

[Go to the next slide.]
EO #2 Knowledge Check

✓ Which Division in HQFDNS produces Case Analysis Threat Summaries/ CATS reports?

✓ True or False: HQFDNS maintains CARRP policy and training materials.

✓ Which division is responsible for adjudicating S visas?

Say:

Let's do a knowledge check.

[Instructor: Randomly call on students to answer the questions one by one. The selected student can place the answer in the chat box. Process the response and add the script below.]

Which Division in HQFDNS produces Case Analysis Threat Summaries/ CATS reports? [Immigration Vetting Division]

True or False: HQFDNS maintains CARRP policy and training materials. [True]

Which division is responsible for adjudicating S visas? [Law Enforcement Support Operations (LESO)]

[Go to the next slide]
**EO #3**

Participants will describe CARRP core concepts and process phases.

Say:

Now we are going to move away from our discussion of CARRP policy and HQ FDNS and talk about the core concepts and process phases of CARRP.

*[Go to the next slide.]*
[Instructor: This slide builds on each click. Provide examples of some of the activities that happen in each phase, but don’t get bogged down in great detail because you are going to go through them in later modules.]

Say:

This chart is your 50,000 foot overview of the CARRP process. We will reference this four-phase process for the rest of this Module and we will do a deep dive into each Phase in Modules three through five of this course.

There are 4 phases in the CARRP process. [Click to expand the Identify bubble.] In Phase 1, we identify the NS concern. You can see some of the steps here. [Click to expand the Internal Vetting bubble.]

Phase 2 is when we internally vet the concern and eligibility, [Click to expand the External Vetting bubble.]

In Phase 3, we vet with external partners, and [Click to expand the Adjudication bubble.]

Finally, we arrive at the adjudication phase.
Note that deconfliction will happen at each and every phase of the process.

[Go to the next slide.]
Core Concepts: Actions, Roles, and FDNS-DS

For every CARRP phase, consider:

- What is being done?
  - i.e., vetting, adjudication, eligibility
- Who is doing it?
  - i.e., CARRP ISO, FDNS IO, Asylum Officer, Field Office Director
- How is it being documented in FDNS-DS?
  - i.e., Activities Tab, Special Actions Tab, Deconflictions Tab

Say:

Later in the course, we will get into more detail breaking down each phase. We will ask you to think about the following:

- What gets done in each phase
- Who does it
- How is it documented

You'll hear me talk about action, role, & DS. Action is the “What” - the things that are going to be done. Role is “who” is doing the things. DS is the “how” we are documenting everything in FDNS-DS. Each phase has designated activities that are performed, designated roles for each individual in the process, and specific data entry points in FDNS-DS.

[Go to the next slide.]
Application Exercise 2.3
“CARRP Process Timeline”

^[Instructor: This activity is called “CARRP Process Timeline.” Students will have a worksheet with 10 activities listed. Their job is to put the activities in the order that they would occur in the CARRP process. You’ll review the correct answers with the class. If possible, leave either the KST or non-KST CARRP processing flowchart on the screen when completing this activity.]

Say:

Please go back to the Module 2 Channel under Exercises, and select Exercise 2.3. This is another PDF that you will download and work on. The worksheet lists 10 activities that would advance a CARRP case through the process and an action that the designated officer would need to take. Your job is to determine the correct order of events and build a timeline until the CARRP case is adjudicated. So, take about 10-15 minutes and determine the order of events from 1 to 10. We will discuss the results when you are finished.

^[Instructor: Give the class 10 minutes to arrange the order of the process timeline. Use the Answer key in the Facilitator channel. Once time is up, review the responses in the Chat.]

 Hopefully this exercise helped you to see the non-linear nature of CARRP and
the collaboration between IO’s and ISO’s.

[Go to the next slide.]
Core Concepts

- Benefits of CARRP
- TRIG and CARRP
- How CARRP Ends
- Deconfliction
- FDNS-DS
- What CARRP is Not

Say:

In the Core Concepts section of this module we will discuss some of the overarching topics which are important to our 50,000 foot view understanding of CARRP, before diving into what happens in each of the phases. We will now talk in more detail about the benefits of the CARRP process, the interaction between TRIG and CARRP, how CARRP ends, deconfliction, how we document in FDNS-DS, and finally, what CARRP is NOT.

[Go to the next slide.]
Core Concept: Benefits of CARRP

Two Major Benefits to CARRP:

1. CARRP provides additional resources to work a national security case
2. CARRP results in highly detailed, consistent documentation

Studies in National Security:

The Boston Marathon bombers immigration applications were processed for a time under CARRP. When their identities and immigration history were publicly released (one subject naturalized and the other had a pending naturalization) many inquiries arose from multiple sources (media, Congress and others). One of the first sources of case information for headquarters was FDNS-DS.

Say:

There are two huge benefits to the CARRP process. First, you are able to bring in more resources—time, systems, personnel, experience, etc. Second, everything is documented in high detail (in FDNS-DS).

Throughout this course there is a recurring segment called “Studies in National Security” that will illustrate (with stories) why we do some of the things we do. The first story or “study” is about the Boston Marathon Bombing, why thorough documentation is important!

Immigration applications filed by the brothers were processed for a time under CARRP. When their identities and immigration history were publicly released (one subject naturalized and the other had a pending naturalization) many inquiries arose from multiple sources (media, Congress, and others). One of the first sources of case information for HQ FDNS was FDNS-DS. This was due in large part because HQ was unable to immediately obtain the A-files. The A-files were needed to support law enforcement with addresses, contacts, etc. so FDNS-DS was the best source of immediate information HQ could access.

We also needed to evaluate USCIS performance—did we do everything we
were supposed to do as an agency? How did one of the brothers naturalize? It was determined that one of the brothers had previously been vetted through the CARRP process. A Congressional review and report of our actions as an agency regarding that specific case ended up being positive. It showed that we have a standardized way to examine, assess, and handle national security threats uniformly.

[Go to the next slide.]
Core Concept: CARRP and Terrorism Related Grounds of Inadmissibility (TRIG)

TRIG is an inadmissibility

CARRP
INA § 212(a)(3)(a), (b) & (f)

TRIG
INA § 212(a)(3)(b)

CARRP is a national security process

*CARRP and TRIG overlap in certain INA grounds, but differ in what constitutes a “connection”*

Say:

We just defined what CARRP is and how it interacts with other programs. Now we will take a brief detour and talk about what CARRP is not. This is a simple chart with an incredibly important message. As many of you probably know, TRIG stands for Terrorism Related Grounds of Inadmissibility. CARRP and TRIG are not the same thing, but there is overlap in many cases. Some cases with TRIG concerns may fall into CARRP, like terrorist activities or membership, but they are fundamentally different things.

TRIG refers to specific inadmissibility grounds – it is purely an application of the law. CARRP is a national security program – it is a consistent handling process for cases with potential or actual national security concerns. It is possible to have a case in CARRP with no TRIG concerns. Similarly, it is possible to have TRIG concerns but not be working a case in CARRP. It’s also possible to resolve a CARRP issue but still have a TRIG issue AND it’s possible to get an exemption for TRIG but still work a case in CARRP.

Examples of TRIG but not CARRP (if an exemption is granted):
• If the subject worked in a hospital and cared for everyone who came in, and some of those patients were government soldiers and others fighting against the government
• If the subject was a refugee in a camp, and the camp leaders came around and collected a small “tax” on each household, and the subject knew that the “tax” went to pay people to bring supplies over the mountains to the rebels fighting in the subjects home country.
• If the subject gave a ham sandwich to a terrorist at gunpoint under duress

Examples of CARRP but not TRIG
• If the subject stole classified information from a foreign entity and gave it to another foreign entity
• If the subject exported centrifuges to Pakistan

Examples of cases that involve TRIG inadmissibility grounds and CARRP concerns:
• If the subject owned a condo and leased one room to a guy they knew was planning a terrorist attack. It’s TRIG because they provided material support to a terrorist. It’s CARRP because they were closely associated with someone who posed a threat to national security.
• Someone who ran arms between the CIA and Mujahidin in Afghanistan in the 80’s. We may be able to resolve the NS concerns, or we may also be able to get a TRIG exemption. But at first blush, it doesn’t matter who the person was working on behalf of or supporting – it’s both a TRIG inadmissibility and a case that would be handled under CARRP.

Think about these points which will help us as we go through the next slide:
• CARRP vs. TRIG – “ride together.” Duress exemption allows for providing material support, soliciting members or funds, or receiving military training from a Tier I or II orgs – that would still be a CARRP case.
• The definition of kidnapping includes a purpose – to compel a third party to action or inaction as a condition for safe release.
• TRIG includes incitement to terrorism with an intention to cause death or serious harm – so this is a good candidate for CARRP as well.
• TRIG includes people that ARE members, as in currently, or in the present tense. CARRP is not limited to present membership. If the person used to be in a terrorist organization, that is handled under CARRP.
• TRIG applies to a spouse or child of a person who would be inadmissible under TRIG if the relevant activity occurred within the last 5 years and the spouse or child should reasonably have known and has not renounced the activity. CARRP is once again more expansive. We likely don’t care if 5 years have passed, they’ve renounced, or if we can immediately demonstrate that they didn’t reasonably know. [Redacted] are automatically watchlisted, and if uncovered through testimony, file review, etc., they should also be referred for CARRP processing.
[Go to the next slide.]
Core Concept: CARRP and TRIG

Vetting can proceed together when a TRIG exemption is being considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRIG - no exemption available</th>
<th>TRIG - exemption available, will not be granted</th>
<th>TRIG - exemption available will be granted</th>
<th>No TRIG issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handle under CARRP</td>
<td>Handle under CARRP</td>
<td>Is there any other nexus to national security?</td>
<td>Is there any other nexus to national security?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Say:

This chart explains how to proceed with cases that potentially involve CARRP and TRIG.

Guidance tells us that if there’s TRIG and there’s no exemption available, we handle the case under CARRP. An example of this would be an applicant who knowingly rents a condo to a terrorist. It’s likely we won’t find additional derogatory information in vetting – there may be no other NS ground besides the TRIG concern. There may also be no one to deconflict, and it’s also entirely possible that many will be resolved as non-NS fairly quickly (with or without exemption). For example, we know now that there is a medical exemption for TRIG, but there hasn’t always been. If a doctor in a hospital treated an Al Shabaab fighter, the case would have been placed on a TRIG hold before an exemption was available. But it would probably have been pretty easy to close out the CARRP case as non-NS.

Policy also tells us that if there’s an exemption that won’t be granted, we handle the case under CARRP. This could be a Kurdish Democratic Party contact. Let’s say there’s a group exemption available for the organization he was associated with, but we’re not going to grant him the exemption because we think he is involved in other national security related activities. So the case
would be placed in CARRP.

If you know that the exemption is going to be granted, then there’s no requirement to process under CARRP. An example of this is an applicant who gave a sandwich to a terrorist at gunpoint under duress. It seems pretty clear that the applicant qualifies for an exemption. And we know that there’s probably not a nexus to a national security ground, so there’s no requirement to put the case in CARRP.

[Go to the next slide.]
Core Concept: How CARRP Ends

The CARRP process has a defined end.

Two part process of inquiry. Ask yourself:
1. Is the NS Concern Resolved or Unresolved?
2. Is the case eligible to be approved or denied?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Security Issue</th>
<th>NS Concern Resolved</th>
<th>NS Concern Unresolved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eligible for benefit</td>
<td>Approval of benefit</td>
<td>Approval of benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineligible for benefit</td>
<td>Denial of benefit</td>
<td>Denial of benefit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Say:

As a process, CARRP has a beginning, and it should have an end. As an agency, we need to develop a better understanding of when to end the CARRP process, and how to closeout NS cases. We’ve seen that it’s a broad cycle which oftentimes goes around and around... so where is the end?

CARRP ends when the NS concern is resolved or we adjudicate the benefit. So, there are four potential outputs from those ends. The left hand column (under eligible for benefit) requires a determination as to whether the NS concern can be resolved – that’s the purpose of CARRP in a nutshell. In the upper left hand box, resolving the NS concern enables adjudication, if the subject is otherwise eligible. It’s this outcome that demonstrates CARRP is a not a denial program. Many, in fact the majority of Subjects do emerge from CARRP cleared of any concerns. In the entire right hand column it doesn’t really matter if we resolve the concern if the individual isn’t eligible in the first place (although we may encounter the applicant again through another application at some point and then have to re-open the NS Concern). If someone is ineligible due to an unlawful entry, we aren’t going to ask FBI about their investigation into the subject. If the benefit is going to be denied, it doesn’t matter if the subject is on the watchlist or not.
Core Concept: What CARRP Is Not

"covert agency program"

"potentially endless delays"

"a civil rights violation"

"Immigration authorities are instructed to follow the FBI direction as to whether deny, approve or hold in abeyance"

"Recruitment tool for the FBI"

"AUTOMATIC DESIGNATION EVEN FOR ROUTINE TRAVEL SUCH AS A FAMILY VISIT"

Say:

There’s a lot of information in the public domain about CARRP, and most of it isn’t good. However, even when we do our jobs right, there are many misconceptions that persist.

We’ve already touched on a couple of these misconceptions. CARRP is not:

• A covert agency program designed to deny cases.
• Potentially endless delays – we’ve already covered the process should end and the different ways it can- and throughout the rest of this course we’ll talk about how to get there.
• Follow FBI direction – did we talk about that during deconfliction? At any point did we say to follow whatever the FBI’s direction was?
• An automatic designation even for routine travel. We’ll talk more about indicators, particularly travel, as we get into identifying concerns.
• But what about CARRP being a “civil rights violation?” Why would that be an accusation? CARRP is not a discriminatory program. As we said before, religion and national origin are not indicators of a potential NS concern.

Pay attention in the identifying concerns section of the course not just about what the indicators are, but also where USCIS gets its information from, and what people we are likely to be alerted to based on what checks we perform.
Please keep these in the back of your head as we go through the curriculum, because by the end of this class, you're going to be able to intelligently refute every one of these and describe what the process actually does.

[I instructor: This might also be a good time to pause to recap and check in the students.]

[Go to the next slide.]

All quotes are from the following three sources:


EO #3 Knowledge Check

✓ True or False: Deconfliction is the first phase of the CARRP process.
✓ What is the difference between CARRP and TRIG?

Say:

Let’s do a knowledge check.

[Instructor: Randomly call on students to answer the questions one by one. The selected student can place the answer in the chat box. Process the response and add the script below.]

True or False: Deconfliction is the first phase of the CARRP process. [False. Deconfliction is not a process phase. Deconfliction will happen at each and every phase of the process.]

What is the difference between CARRP and TRIG? [Terrorism Related Inadmissibility Grounds are grounds of inadmissibility in the INA. CARRP is a process for vetting and adjudicating cases.]

[Go to the next slide.]
EO #4

Participants will understand the concept of deconfliction and apply the elements of a successful deconfliction conversation.

Say:

Now we are moving on to our next objective which is to understand the concept of deconfliction and apply the elements of a successful deconfliction conversation.

[Go to the next slide.]
Deconfliction in Every Phase

Say:

Let's talk about deconfliction because deconfliction applies to EVERY phase.

[Instructor: Ask students the following question to assess their knowledge.]

Why is deconfliction done during all CARRP phases?

[Instructor: Have them post their answers to the chat and call on one or two students to explain their reasoning to the class.]

We talked earlier about the types of activities we want to deconflict: site visits, interviews, etc. We want to make sure that taking these actions won't impede the work being done by our law enforcement partners. An adjudication may come in CARRP Phase 4, or Phase 2. A site visit or interview may be part of Internal vetting in Phase 2, or External in Phase 3, or Adjudication in Phase 4. This is why deconfliction happens in every phase. Also, remember that there could be an abeyance request throughout the lifecycle.

[Go to the next slide.]
Deconfliction Defined

What is deconfliction?

- An outward-facing process for sharing what USCIS knows
- Conversation between USCIS and an owner of NS information
- Coordination between two agencies of the USG
- Opportunity to educate about USCIS

Say:

Deconfliction is outwardly oriented – it’s USCIS sharing information with others. This is in contrast to vetting, which we’ll talk more about later where USCIS is trying to obtain information. Deconfliction involves a conversation between USCIS and the owner of NS information. It’s important during these conversations to also build rapport with the owners of the NS information. Deconfliction also involves coordination with another agency to discuss what activities both sides are planning. This is your opportunity to educate the other agency about USCIS.

[Go to the next slide.]
When Do You Deconflict?

When do you deconflict?

• During any phase of CARRP
• In response to a variety of case activities:
  ○ Prior to issuing an RFE or NOID
  ○ Prior to conducting a site visit or interview
  ○ Prior to a decision on the case (approval OR denial)
  ○ If USCIS receives additional information from other sources

Say:

There are no requirements for the number of times you have to deconflict, but best practice suggest some instances where it might be in USCIS interest including:
• Prior to issuing an RFE or a Notice of Intent to Deny (NOID).
• Prior to conducting a site visit or interview This gives the LEA a chance to submit questions to ask. Keep in mind that if they do so, the questions must be material to the immigration benefit!
• Prior to a decision on the case (approval OR denial). This gives the LEA a chance to request an abeyance.

Also, if USCIS receives additional information from other sources, we might want to deconflict again.

[Intstructor: The question below can be posed to students as an interactive discussion. Direct students to use the chat box for their responses. Answer will be discussed on the next slide]

“Who do you think you will be deconflicting with?”

[Go to the next slide.]
Deconfliction: With Whom?

With whom are you deconflicting?

- External law enforcement partners
- Record owners
- Case agents

Why deconflict?

- Ensure that record owner is aware that the individual has a benefit pending with USCIS.
- Ensure that planned adjudicative activities do not compromise or impede an ongoing investigation or other record owner interest.

Say:

So who do we generally deconflict with?  Mainly external law enforcement partners, record owners, and case agents. We deconflict with the FBI / JTTF when they own records or are investigating, but if they are not involved, there is no requirement to deconflict with them. For example, what if there’s a namecheck from the FBI with no FBI POC and the result does not require deconfliction with the FBI? We deconflict with ICE when they are involved in a case, but there is no requirement to deconflict with them otherwise. FDNS officers are allowed to work directly with other law enforcement.

And who do we NOT deconflict with? We don’t deconflict with the Terrorist Screening Center (we will talk more about this later). And generally speaking, we do not deconflict with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).

Why do we deconflict? We want to ensure that the record owner is aware that the individual has a benefit pending with USCIS. And we want to ensure that planned adjudicative activities do not compromise or impede an ongoing investigation or other record owner interest.

[Go to the next slide.]
The Deconfliction Conversation

Step 1: Introduce yourself and your agency.
Step 2: Provide the record owner with the case number, TECS ID number, or any other identifying information you have regarding their case.
Step 3: Find out whether the case is still open.
Step 4: Indicate what applications or petitions the subject has pending with USCIS.
Step 5: Indicate what possible action you are going to take with the case.
Step 6: Ask whether action will impede their investigation.

Say:

Let’s look at the steps in our deconfliction conversation with a record holder.

Step 1: Introduce yourself and the agency. Remember that the record owner might not be familiar with USCIS or what we do. Take this time to educate them and remember to define acronyms and terms.
Step 2: Provide the record owner with the case number, TECS ID number, or any other identifying information you have regarding their case.
Step 3: Find out if their case/investigation is still open. This might sound a whole lot like external vetting where we are getting information about the NS concern itself… but it’s not.
Step 4: Indicate what applications or petitions the subject has with USCIS. Remember that you may need to educate them about the various immigration benefits and the implications of approving them.
Step 5: Indicate what possible action you are going to take with the case.
Step 6: This is the main point of the deconfliction conversation! Ask whether that action will impede their investigation. You ask this question every time you deconflict!

[Go to the next slide.]
Deconfliction Sample 1

SA Johnson,

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) is currently reviewing an application for lawful permanent resident status for ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP (DPOB: 1/1/74 - Oceana). Immigration officers from USCIS are planning to conduct a site visit to the address Mr. ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP provided on his application: 123 Broadway Drive, Washington, DC. I am writing to ensure that this site visit for the purpose of processing the pending immigration application will not impact your current investigation into Mr. ABCDEFGHIJKLMN (TECS record LE).

Please confirm that a USCIS site visit will not affect your investigation. I am available to answer any questions on this matter.

Say:

Deconfliction doesn’t only need to be over the phone. This is an example of a deconfliction email sent to an ICE agent.

[Instructor: Read Email on Slide]

[Instructor: The question below can be posed to students as an interactive discussion. Direct students to use the chat box for their responses.]

What are some key identifiers in this e-mail?

[Process responses in chat. Be sure the points below are highlighted.]

• It spells out the acronym USCIS
• It provides enough information to identify the person. Would I need to encrypt this email because of PII?
• It also states specifically the action that is being deconflicted – a site visit.
• And finally, it asks our big question – Does this impact your investigation?]

[Go to the next slide]
investigation?

[Go to the next slide.]
[Go to the next slide.]
[Go to the next slide.]
FDNS-DS Exercise
Documenting A CARRP Case

[Instructor Note: The next few slides will re-emphasize what the class learned and applied to their FDNS-DS records on Day 1.]

Say:

For the next few slides we are going to talk about how you document a CARRP case in FDNS-DS.

[Go to the next slide.]
For every action in CARRP, there is an equal and corresponding documentation in FDNS-DS.

Say:

For every action in CARRP there is an equal and corresponding documentation in FDNS-DS. And most of the time, the documentation in FDNS-DS needs to be in more than one place. For example, we always update the synopsis with any significant case action we are taking and then we must also update the corresponding subtab with the information and lastly the activities subtab to document our time. It’s much easier if you copy and paste one comment into all three fields. Remember that if something isn’t documented in FDNS-DS, it’s like it never happened!

[Go to the next slide.]
Documenting NS Concerns: Case Management Entities

NS Concerns CME

- CME = Case Management Entity
- A CME is the creation of a record in FDNS-DS
- "NS Concerns" is one of the six categories of CMEs in FDNS-DS
- An NS CME is the starting point for documenting all NS concerns in FDNS-DS
- The NS CME is a person centric outline of your CARRP case

Say:

CME stands for Case Management Entity which is the creation of a record in FDNS-DS. The CME created for CARRP cases is an “NS Concern.” An NS CME is the starting point for documenting all NS concerns in FDNS-DS and is a person-centric outline of your CARRP case.

[Go to the next slide.]
Documenting NS Concerns:
FDNS-DS Screen Tabs

- The major, top-level tabs in FDNS-DS are referred to as “Screen Tabs”
- The “Screen Tabs” are divided into CMEs and Additional Tabs
Documenting NS Concerns:
Build a National Security CME

"Build an NS CME" process:

Say:

[Go to the next slide.]
Documenting NS Concerns: Adding a CME

Say:

[Go to the next slide]

This slide contains mock data used for training purposes only.
Documenting NS Concerns: CME Naming Convention

NS Concern CME Naming Convention:

[Go to the next slide.]
Documenting NS Concerns:
Building a CME

Building a CME:

LE

Say:
Documenting NS Concerns:

Building a CME: NS Concerns Subtabs

Say:

[Go to the next slide.]

This slide contains mock data used for training purposes only.
Documenting NS Concerns:
Documenting Your Work

LE

Unclassified // FOUO // Law Enforcement Sensitive

Say:

[Go to the next slide.]

This slide contains mock data used for training purposes only.
FDNS-DS Exercise:
Creating a New NS CME

Say:

Let’s go ahead and create an NS CME in the FDNS-DS training environment. I will paste a link in the chat for those who need it. Also, I am going to paste the link for a cheat sheet on creating a new NS CME in the chat box.

Facilitator: Paste this link in the chat box for the FDNS-DS training environment:
https://example.com/fixture

Paste this link in the chat box for the cheat sheet on creating a new NS CME within FDNS-DS:
https://example.com/cheatsheet

This is a cheat sheet for creating a new NS CME and can be used as a guide for out next in-class exercise. Please login to the FDNS-DS training
environment now. The recommended browser for FDNS-DS is Google Chrome. The system has also been tested on other browsers such as Microsoft Edge and Internet Explorer, which have both been found to be acceptable. If the training environment won’t load, you may have to clear your cache.

**[Instructor: The steps for clearing the cache in Microsoft Edge are below:]**
- **Click the three-dot ellipsis in the upper right of the browser**
- **Open the Settings Menu (the last in the list)**
- **Click Clear Browser Cache**

**The steps for clearing the cache in Google Chrome are below:**
- **Open Developer Tools (Ctrl + Shift + I)**
- **Click Network Tab**
- **Check “Disable Cache” check box**

**[Instructor: Please refer to the FCPTP practical guide for instructions on how to facilitate this exercise.]**

**[Go to the next slide.]**
EO #4 Knowledge Check

✓ When do you deconflict?

✓ True or False: Deconfliction is USCIS asking permission to do something.

✓ What is POAF?

✓ What is the naming convention for an NS Concern CME Name? Do we use apostrophes or hyphens?

✓ True or False: The three types of subtabs where we document actions in CARRP are Special Actions, Deconflictions and System Checks subtab.

Say:

Let’s do a knowledge check.

*[Instructor: Randomly call on students to answer the questions one by one. The selected student can place the answer in the chat box. Process the response and add the script below.]*

When do you deconflict? *[During any phase of CARRP]*

True or False: Deconfliction is USCIS asking permission to do something. *[False]*

What is POAF? *[must be queried]*

What is the naming convention for an NS Concern CME Name? *[For NS]*

Do we use apostrophes or hyphens? *[No]*
[Go to the next slide.]
Summary of Module 2

- Built a common vocabulary for discussing CARRP cases
- Reviewed the USCIS policy for handling CARRP cases over time
- Identified the personnel involved in the CARRP process and relevant divisions at HQ FDNS
- Studied the four phases of the CARRP process
- Examined the discrete elements of an NS concern
- Trained on how to conduct a deconfliction conversation

Say:

To summarize this module let’s review what we talked about. We talked about key terms and building our CARRP vocabulary for discussing cases. We reviewed CARRP policies and discussed how they have changed over time. We identified the personnel involved in CARRP and the HQ divisions that will aid you along the way. We studied the four phases of the CARRP process and examined the elements of a NS concern. And finally, we talked about how to conduct a deconfliction conversation.

Are there any questions from Module 2, or anything you would like clarification on?

Okay, for our last activity of the module, please put in the chat box something new that you learned today!

[Go to the next slide.]
About this Presentation

- Author: HQ FDNS National Security and Public Safety Division (NSPSD)
- Date of last revision: September 2020
- This presentation contains no sensitive Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
- Any references in documents or text, with the exception of case law and open source content, relate to fictitious individuals.
Attribution of Images

Image Attributions are listed on individual slides containing images.

All remaining images in this presentation were developed by USG employees specifically for the USCIS FDNS training mission, or are screenshots taken from USG data systems for the express purpose of training.
Disclaimer

This presentation is intended solely to provide training and guidance to USCIS personnel in performing their duties relative to the adjudication of immigration benefits. It is not intended to, does not, and may not be relied upon to create or confer any right(s) or benefit(s), substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by any individual or other party in benefit applications before USCIS, in removal proceedings, in litigation with the United States, or in any other form or manner.

This presentation does not have the force of law, or of a DHS directive.

[Instructor: Unless already done so in Module 1, read this slide to students in its entirety. Otherwise, remind students of the disclaimer.]

[Go to the next slide.]
Dissemination

- This presentation may not be reproduced or further disseminated without the express written consent of FDNS Training and Knowledge Management Division.
- Please contact the National Security and Public Safety Division (NSPSD) at HQ FDNS for additional information.

Say:

FDNS Training and Knowledge Management Division must give written consent for this training to be reproduced or disseminated. If you feel you have a need to reproduce or disseminate this presentation, please contact the FDNS National Security and Public Safety Division.

[Go to the next slide.]